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Abstract: In this paper firstly, the Tachibana operators were applied to 1−form, vertical, complete and horizontal lifts with respect
to almost paracomplex structureID (The diagonal liftID ) on cotangent bundle. Secondly, the Vishnevskii operatorswere applied to
1−form according to the diagonal liftID on cotangent bundle. Finally, covariant derivatives of almost paracomplex structureID with
respect to vertical, complete and horizontal lifts were obtained.
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1 Introduction

The tangent bundles of differentiable manifolds are very important in many areas of mathematics, physics and different

topics of geometry (see [3,13,14,17,26] for curves etc.). The geometry of tangent bundles goes backto the fundamental

paper[24] of Sasaki published in 1958. Cotangent bundle is dual of thetangent bundle. Because of this duality, some of

the geometric results are similar to each other. The most significant difference between them is construction of lifts (see

[27] for more details). In 1952, para-complex manifolds, almost para-Hermitian manifolds and para-Kähler manifolds

were defined by Libermann[15] (see [1,11,10,25] for Kähler manifolds, Kähler-Norden manifolds and almost complex

manifolds). In 1985, Kaneyuki and Williams defined the almost para-contact structure on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold

M of dimension 2m+1 and constructed the almost para-complex structure onM2m+1×R [12].

Let Mn be ann−dimensional Riemannian manifold of classC∞ and with metricg, T∗Mn its cotangent bundle andπ the

natural projectionT∗Mn → Mn. A system of local coordinates(U,xi), i = 1, ...,n in Mn induces onT∗Mn. A system of

local coordinates(π−1(U),xi
,xı̄ = pi), ı̄ := n+ i = n+1, ...,2n, wherexı̄ = pi is the component of covectorsp in each

cotangent spaceT∗
x Mn

, x∈U with respect to the natural coframe{dxi}.

We denote byℑr
s(M

n)(ℑr
s(T

∗Mn)) the module overF(Mn)(F(T∗Mn)) of C∞ tensor fields of type(r,s), where

F(Mn)(F(T∗Mn)) is the ring of real-valuedC∞ functions onMn(T∗Mn).

Let X = Xi ∂
∂xi andω = ωidxi be the local expressions inU ⊂ Mn of a vector and a covector (1−form) fieldsX ∈ ℑ1

0(M
n)

and ω ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n), respectively. Then the complete and horizontal liftsXC
,XH ∈ ℑ1

0(T
∗Mn) of X ∈ ℑ1

0(M
n) and the
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vertical lift ωV ∈ ℑ1
0(T

∗Mn) of ω ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n) are given, respectively by

XC = Xi ∂
∂xi −∑

i

ph∂iX
h ∂

∂xı̄ (1)

XH = Xi ∂
∂xi −∑

i
phΓ h

i j X j ∂
∂xı̄ (2)

ωV = ∑
i

wi
∂

∂xı̄ (3)

with respect to the natural frame
{

∂
∂xi ,

∂
∂xı̄

}

, whereΓ h
i j are the components of the Levi-Civita connection∇g on Mn [19,

27].

Definition 1. Let Mn be an n−dimensional differentiable manifold. Differantial transformation D= LX is called Lie

derivation with respect to vector field X∈ ℑ1
0(M

n) if

LX f = X f,∀ f ∈ ℑ0
0(M

n), (4)

LXY = [X,Y],∀X,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n).

[X,Y] is called by Lie bracked. The Lie derivative LXF of a tensor field F of type(1,1) with respect to a vector field X is

defined by [5,8,27]

(LXF)Y = [X,FY]−F[X,Y]. (5)

Definition 2. Let Mn be an n−dimensional differentiable manifold. Differantial transformation of algebra T(Mn), defined

by

D = ∇X : T(Mn)→ T(Mn),X ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n),

is called as covariant derivation with respect to vector field X if

∇ f X+gYt = f ∇Xt +g∇Yt, (6)

∇X f = X f,

where∀ f ,g∈ ℑ0
0(M

n),∀X,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n),∀t ∈ ℑ(Mn).

On the other hand, a transformation defined by

∇ : ℑ1
0(M

n)×ℑ1
0(M

n)→ ℑ1
0(M

n), (7)

is called as an affine connection[22,27].

Proposition 1. Covariant differentiation with respect to the complete lift ∇C of a symetric affine connection∇ in Mn to

T∗(Mn) has the following properties:

∇C
ωV θV = 0, ∇C

ωVYC =−γ(ωo(∇Y)) =−(p(ωo(∇Y)))V , ∇C
XCθV = (∇Xθ )V ,

∇C
XCYC = (∇XY)C+ γ(∇(∇XY+∇YX))− γ(∇X∇Y+∇Y∇X)

= (∇XY)C+(p((∇(∇XY+∇YX))− (∇X∇Y+∇Y∇X)))V

for X,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n), θ ,ω ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n)[27].
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Proposition 2.Covariant differentiation with respect to the horizontal lift ∇H of a symetric affine connection∇ in Mn to

T∗(Mn) satisfies

∇H
XHYH = (∇XY)H

, ∇H
θV ωV = 0,

∇H
XH ωV = (∇Xω)V , ∇H

θVYH = 0,

for any X,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n), θ ,ω ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n)[27].

1.1 An special type of almost paracomplex structure (the diagonal lift ID ) in the cotangent bundle

An almost paracomplex manifold is an almost product manifold (Mn
,ϕ),ϕ2 = I , such that the two eigenbundlesT+Mn

andT−Mn associated to the two eigenvalues +1 and -1 ofϕ , respectively, have the same rank. Note that the dimension

of an almost paracomplex manifold is necessarly even. Considering the paracomplex structureϕ , we obtain the set{I ,ϕ}
on Mn, which is an isomorphic representation algebra of order 2, which is called the algebra of paracomplex (or double)

numbers and is denoted byR( j), j2 = 1. A tensor fieldω ∈ ℑ0
q(M

2n) is said to be a pure with respect to the paracomplex

structureϕ , if

ω(ϕX1,X2, ...,Xq) = ω(X1,ϕX2, ...,Xq) = ω(X1,X2, ...,ϕXq) (8)

for anyX1,X2, ...,Xq ∈ ℑ1
0(M

2n). We define the operatorφϕ associated withϕ and apply to the pure tensor fieldω :

(φϕ ω)(Y,X1,X2, ...,Xq) = (ϕY)(ω(X1,X2, ...,Xq))−Y(ω(ϕX1,X2, ...,Xq)) (9)

+ω((LX1ϕ)Y,X2, ...,Xq)+ · · ·+ω(X1,X2, ...,(LXqϕ)Y)

whereLX denotes the Lie derivative with respect toX. We note thatφϕω ∈ ℑ0
q+1(M

2n). If φϕω = 0, thenω is said to be

almost paraholomorphic with respect to the paracomplex algebraR( j) (see [4,19,22]).

Definition 3. In a manifold with almost paracomplex structureϕ , a vector field X is called an almost paraholomorphic

vector field if LXϕ = 0.

Let F ∈ ℑ1
1(M

n). We define a tensor fieldFD of type(1,1) in T∗Mn by

FDXH = (FX)H
, FDωV =−(ωoF)V =−(ωF)V (10)

for anyX ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n) andω ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n). We callFD the diagonal lift of the tensor fieldF. FD has components

FD =

(

Fh
İ

0

0 −F i
h

)

with respect to the adapted frame ˜e(α). The diagonal liftID of identity tensor fieldI of type(1,1) has the components

ID =

(

δ i
j 0

2paΓ a
i j −δ i

j

)

with respect to the induced coordinates and satisfies(ID)2 = I . ThusID is an almost product structure determining the

horizontal distribution and the distribution consisting of the tangent planes to fibres [27]. If we putFD = ID in (10) for all

vector fieldsX̃ andỸ which are of the formωV , θV or XH , YH , then we get

IDωV =−ωV
, IDXH = XH (11)
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Theorem 1.(T∗Mn
, ID

,

Sg) is an almost paracomplex Riemannian manifold.

It is well known that (p. 238, p. 277 of [27])

VωV f = 0,H XV f =V (X f) (12)

[HX,

V ω ] =V (∇Xω), [Vω ,

V θ ] = 0

[HX,

H Y] =H [X,Y]+ γR(X,Y) =H [X,Y]+V (pR(X,Y))

pR(X,Y) = (pi(R(X,Y)i
j)) and

ID(pR(X,Y))V =−(pR(X,Y))V ,

whereR is the curvature tensor of∇ and the term involving the Lie derivative on the connection∇ is given by(LX∇)Y =

∇Y∇X+R(X,Y), Y being an arbitrary element ofℑ1
0(M

n)

2 Main results

2.1 The Tachibana operators applied to1−form, vertical, complete and horizontal lifts with respect

to almost paracomplex structure ID

Definition 4. Letϕ ∈ ℑ1
1(M

n), andℑ(Mn) = ∑∞
r,s=0ℑr

s(M
n) be a tensor algebra over R. A mapφϕ |

r+s〉0
:
∗

ℑ(Mn)→ ℑ(Mn)

is called a Tachibana operator orφϕ operator on Mn if

(a) φϕ is linear with respect to constant coefficient,

(b) φϕ :
∗

ℑ(Mn)→ ℑr
s+1(M

n) for all r and s,

(c) φϕ (K
C
⊗L) = (φϕ K)⊗L+K⊗φϕL for all K,L ∈

∗

ℑ(Mn),

(d) φϕXY =−(LYϕ)X for all X,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n) where LY is the Lie derivation with respect toY,

(e) (φϕXη)Y = (d(ıYη))(ϕX)− (d(ıY(ηoϕ)))X+η((LYϕ)X) = φX(ıYη)−X(ıϕYη)+η((LYϕ)X) (13)

for all η ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n) and X,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n), where ıYη = η(Y) = η
C
⊗Y,

∗

ℑr
s(M

n) the module of all pure tensor fields of type

(r,s) on Mn according to the affinor fieldϕ [4,6,7,22](see [23] for applied to pure tensor field).

Theorem 2.For LX the operator Lie derivation with respect to X, an almost paracomplex structure ID ∈ ℑ1
1(T

∗(Mn))

defined by (11), φID the Tachibana operator on Mn, we get the following formulas

(i) (φID ω)(XH
,YH) = 2ω(pR(Y,X))V , (14)

(ii) (φID ω)(XH
,θ V) = 2XH(ω(θV))−2ω(∇Xθ )V

(iii ) (φID ω)(θ V
,YH) = −2θV(ω(YH)),

(iv) (φID ω)(θ V
,ξ V) = 0,

whereR is the curvature tensor of∇, XH
,YH ∈ ℑ1

0(T
∗(Mn)) of X ∈ ℑ1

0(M
n) and the vertical liftξV

,θV ∈ ℑ1
0(T

∗(Mn))

of ξ ,θ ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n).
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Proof.From (11) and (13), we have

(i) (φID ω)(XH
,YH) = (φIDXH ω)YH

= IDXH(ω
(

YH)−XH(ω(IDYH))+ω((LYH ID)XH)

= XH(ωYH)−XH(ωYH)+ω(
[

YH
, IDXH]− ID [YH

,XH])

= ω(
[

YH
,XH]− ID [YH

,XH])

= ω(([Y,X]H +(pR(Y,X))V)− ID([Y,X]H +(pR(Y,X))V))

= ω([Y,X]H +(pR(Y,X))V − [Y,X]H − ID(pR(Y,X))V)

= ω((pR(Y,X))V +(pR(Y,X))V) = 2ω(pR(Y,X))V

(ii) (φID ω)(XH
,θ V) = (φIDXH ω)θV

= IDXH(ω(θV))−XH(ω(IDθV))+ω((LθV ID)XH)

= XH(ω(θV))+XH(ω(θV))+ω((LθV IDXH − IDLθV XH)

= 2XH(ω(θV))+ω(
[

θV
,XH]− ID [θV

,XH])

= 2XH(ω(θV))+ω(−(∇Xθ )V + ID(∇Xθ )V)

= 2XH(ω(θV))+ω(−(∇Xθ )V − (∇Xθ )V)

= 2XH(ω(θV))−2ω(∇Xθ )V

(iii ) (φID ω)(θ V
,YH) = (φIDθV ω)YH

= IDθV(ω(YH))−θV(ω(IDYH))+ω((LYH ID)θV)

= −θV(ω(YH))−θV(ω(YH))+ω(
[

YH
, IDθV]− ID [YH

,θV])

= −2θV(ω(YH))+ω(−
[

YH
,θV]− ID [YH

,θV])

= −2θV(ω(YH))+ω(−(∇Yθ )V − ID(∇Yθ )V)

= −2θV(ω(YH))+ω(−(∇Yθ )V +(∇Yθ )V) =−2θV(ω(YH))

(iv) (φID ω)(θ V
,ξ V) = (φIDθV ω)ξV

= IDθV(ω(ξV))−θV(ω(IDξV)+ω(LξV ID)θV

= −θV(ω(ξV))+θV(ω(ξV))+ω(
[

ξV
, IDθV]− ID [ξV

,θV])

= ω(
[

ξV
,−θV]− ID [ξV

,θV]) = ω(−
[

ξV
,θV]− ID [ξV

,θV]= 0

Theorem 3.For an almost paracomplex structure ID ∈ ℑ1
1(T

∗(Mn)) defined by (11), φID the Tachibana operator on Mn,

we get the following results

(i) φIDθV XC = 0, (15)

(ii) φIDYH θ V = 2(∇Yθ )V ,

(iii ) φIDθV XH = 0,

(iv) φIDθV ξ V = 0,

(v) φIDYHXH = −2(p(R(X,Y))V ,

(vi) φIDYHXC = −2(p(LX∇)Y)
V
,

whereLX the operator Lie derivation with respect toX, XC
,XH ∈ ℑ1

0(T
∗(Mn)) of X ∈ ℑ1

0(M
n) and the vertical liftξV

,

θV
,ωV ∈ ℑ1

0(T
∗(Mn)) of ξ ,θ ,ω ∈ ℑ0

1(M
n).
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Proof.From (5), (11), (12) and definition4, we have

(i) φIDθV XC = −(LXCID)θV =−(LXC IDθV − IDLXCθV) =−(−LXCθV − IDLXCθV)

= (LXθ )V + ID(LXθ )V = (LXθ )V − (LXθ )V = 0

(ii) φIDYH θ V = −(LθV ID)YH =−(LθV IDYH − IDLθVYH) =−LθVYH + IDLθVYH

= −(−(∇Yθ )V)+ ID(−(∇Yθ )V) = (∇Yθ )V − ID(∇Yθ )V = 2(∇Yθ )V

(iii ) (φIDθV XH) = −(LXH ID)θV =−(LXH IDθV − IDLXH θV)

= −(−LXH θV − ID(∇Xθ )V) =−(−(∇Xθ )V +(∇Xθ )V)

= (∇Xθ )V − (∇Xθ )V = 0

(iv) (φIDθV ξ V) = −(LξV ID)θV =−(LξV IDθV − IDLξV θV)

= −(−LξV θV − IDLξV θV) = LξV θV − IDLξV θV = 0

(v) φIDYHXH = −(LXH ID)YH =−(LXH IDYH − IDLXHYH) =−LXHYH + IDLXHYH

= −([X,Y]H +(pR(X,Y))V)+ ID([X,Y]H +(pR(X,Y))V)

= − [X,Y]H − (pR(X,Y))V +[X,Y]H − (pR(X,Y))V =−2(p(R(X,Y))V

(vi) φIDYHXC = −(LXCID)YH =−(LXC IDYH − IDLXCYH) =−(LXCYH − IDLXCYH)

= −([X,Y]H +(p(LX∇)Y)
V − ID([X,Y]H +(p(LX∇)Y)

V)

= − [X,Y]H − (p(LX∇)Y)
V + ID [X,Y]H + ID(p(LX∇)Y)

V

= − [X,Y]H − (p(LX∇)Y)
V +[X,Y]H − (p(LX∇)Y)

V =−2(p(LX∇)Y)
V

2.2 The Vishnevskii Operators applied to1−form and covarient derivatives of almost paracomplex

structure ID with respect to vertical, complete and horizontal lifts

Definition 5. Suppose now that∇ is a linear connection on Mn, and letϕ ∈ ℑ1
1(M

n). We can replace the condition d) of

defination4 by

d
′
) ψϕXY = ∇ϕXY−ϕ∇XY

for anyX,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M

n). Then we can consider a new operator by a Vishnevskii operator or ψϕ−operator onMn, we shall

mean a mapψϕ :
∗

ℑ(Mn) → ℑ(Mn), which satisfies conditionsa), b), c), e) of definition4 and the condition(d
′
) [6,7,

22] (see [9,18] for different type operators).

Let ω ∈ ℑ0
1(M). Using Definition5, we have

(

ψϕω
)

(X,Y) = (ψϕXω)Y (16)

= (ϕX)(ιYω)−X(ιϕYω)−ω
(

∇ϕXY−ϕ (∇XY)
)

=
(

∇ϕXω −∇X (ω ◦ϕ)
)

Y
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for anyX,Y ∈ ℑ1
0(M),where(ω ◦ϕ)Y = ω (ϕY). From (16) we see thatψϕXω = ∇ϕXω −∇X (ω ◦ϕ) is a 1−form[22].

Theorem 4.For an almost paracomplex structure ID ∈ ℑ1
1(T

∗(Mn)) defined by (11), ψID the Vishnevskii operator on Mn,

we get the following results

(i) (ψID ω)(XH
,YH) = 0, (17)

(ii) (ψID ω)(XH
,θ V) = 2XH(ω(θV))−2ω(∇Xθ )V ,

(iii ) (ψID ω)(θ V
,YH) = −2θV(ω(YH)),

(iv) (ψID ω)(θ V
,ξ V) = 0,

where the horizontal lift∇H of an affine connection∇ in Mn to T∗(Mn), XC
,XH ∈ ℑ1

0(T
∗(Mn)) of X ∈ ℑ1

0(M
n) and the

vertical lift ξV
,θV

,ωV ∈ ℑ1
0(T

∗(Mn)) of ξ ,θ ,ω ∈ ℑ0
1(M

n).

Proof.From definition5 and (16), we get

(i) (ψID ω)(XH
,YH) = (ψIDXH ω)YH = IDXH(ωYH)−XH(ω(IDYH))−ω(∇H

IDXHYH − ID(∇H
XHYH))

= XH(ω(YH))−XH(ω(YH))−ω(∇H
XHYH − ID (∇XY)H) =−ω((∇XY)H − (∇XY)H) = 0

(ii) (ψID ω)(XH
,θ V) = (ψIDXH ω)θV = IDXH(ω(θV))−XH(ω(IDθV))−ω(∇H

IDXH θV − ID(∇H
XH θV)

= XH(ω(θV))+XH(ω(θV))−ω(∇H
XH θV − ID(∇Xθ )V) = 2XH(ω(θV))−ω((∇Xθ )V +(∇Xθ )V)

= 2XH(ω(θV))−2ω(∇Xθ )V

(iii ) (ψID ω)(θ V
,YH) = (ψIDθV ω)YH = IDθV(ω(YH))−θV(ω(IDYH))−ω(∇H

IDθVYH − ID(∇H
θVYH))

= −θV(ω(YH))−θV(ω(YH))−ω(∇H
θVYH − ID(∇H

θVYH)) =−2θV(ω(YH))

(iv) (ψID ω)(θ V
,ξ V) = (ψIDθV ω)ξV = IDθV(ω(ξV))−θV(ω(IDξV))−ω(∇H

IDθV ξV − ID(∇H
θV ξV))

= −θV(ω(ξV))+θV(ω(ξV))−ω(−∇H
θV ξV − ID(∇H

θV ξV)) = ω∇H
θV ξV + ID(∇H

θV ξV) = 0

Theorem 5.For an almost paracomplex structure ID ∈ ℑ1
1(T

∗(Mn)) deffined by (11), the results of the following covariant

derivatives of ID with respect to vertical, complete and horizontal lifts is zero.

(i)
(

∇H
XH ID)YH = 0,

(ii)
(

∇H
XH ID)θV = 0,

(iii )
(

∇C
XC ID)ωV = 0,

(iv)
(

∇H
ωV ID)YH = 0,

(v)
(

∇H
ωV ID)θV = 0,

(vi)
(

∇C
ωV ID)θV = 0,

where the horizontal lift∇H of an affine connection∇ in Mn to T∗(Mn), XC
,XH ∈ ℑ1

0(T
∗(Mn)) of X ∈ ℑ1

0(M
n) and the

vertical lift θV
,ωV ∈ ℑ1

0(T
∗(Mn)) of θ ,ω ∈ ℑ0

1(M
n).
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Proof.From definition2, proposition1, proposition2, (11) and (12), we get

(i)
(

∇H
XH ID)YH = ∇H

XH IDYH − ID (∇H
XHYH)= ∇H

XHYH − ID (∇XY)H = (∇XY)H − (∇XY)H = 0,

(ii)
(

∇H
XH ID)θV = ∇H

XH IDθV − ID (∇H
XH θV)= ∇XH θV − ID (∇Xθ )V =−∇XθV +(∇Xθ )V = 0,

(iii )
(

∇C
XC ID)ωV = ∇C

XC IDωV − ID∇C
XCωV =−∇C

XCωV − ID (∇Xω)V =−(∇Xω)V +(∇Xω)V = 0,

(iv)
(

∇H
ωV ID)YH = ∇H

ωV IDYH − ID∇H
ωVYH = ∇H

ωVYH − ID∇H
ωVYH = 0,

(v)
(

∇H
ωV ID)θV = ∇H

ωV IDθV − ID∇ωV θV =−∇H
ωV θV − ID∇H

ωV θV = 0,

(vi)
(

∇C
ωV ID)θV = ∇C

ωV IDθV − ID∇C
ωV θV =−∇C

ωV θV − ID∇C
ωV θV = 0.

3 Conclusion

The paper deals with Tachibana operators, Vishnevskii operators applied to lifts with respect to almost paracomplex

structureID (The diagonal liftID ) and covariant derivatives of almost paracomplex structure ID on cotangent bundle

T∗(Mn). Firstly, the Tachibana operators were applied to 1−form, vertical, complete and horizontal lifts with respectto

almost paracomplex structureID (The diagonal liftID ) on cotangent bundle. Secondly, the Vishnevskii operatorswere

applied to 1−form according to the diagonal liftID on cotangent bundle. Finally, we obtain several new resultsabout

covariant derivatives of almost paracomplex structureID with respect to vertical, complete and horizontal lifts onT∗(M).
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